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ON THE APPROXIMATION OF
INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONS BY FUNCTIONS

OF BOUNDED VARIATION

WILLIAM T. REID (1) (Evanston, Ill.) 
’

1. Introduction. 

Let f (x) be a real-valued continuous function of the real variable x

defined on (- oo , oo) , and such that outside a non-degenerate compact
interval [It, b~ ~: the function f (x) satisfies f (x) = f (uc) for x  a and
f (x) _--_ f (b) for x &#x3E; b. Recently Baiada and Cardamone [1] have publisled
the following results:

(i) f (x) has finite total variation V on [a , b] if and only if 
’

a finite limit as h - 0, and in this case the limit of (1.1) is V.

(ii) the curve 0: y = f (x) is rectifiable if and only if

has a finite limit a8 h - 0, this case the limit of (1.2) is the length of 0.
The authors also conjectured that if f (x) is not of bounded variation

on [a, b], then (1.I ) and (1.2) tend to 0o as h - 0 .

. (1) This research was supported by the United States Air Force through the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research of the Air Research and Development Command, under
Contract No. A~’-49(638)-400. Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any pur-
pose of the United States Government.
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The proofs of [1] are long, although quite elementary in nature ; mo-

reover? the paper is devoid of references to the extensive literature on curve

theory subsequent to the publication of Tonelli’s Fonda1nenti di Calcolo

delle Variaziolli. Actually, conclusion (i) and the corresponding conjecture
are contained in the results of Sectioiis III.2,15 and III.2.38-III.2.42 of

Radó [7], as independent of the finiteness of the total variation V these

results imply that the integral (1.1) tends to V as h - 0+, and in turn this
result for f* (x) =,f (- x) implies that (1.1) also tends to V as h - 0-;
correspondingly, an analogous argument yields conclusion (ii) and the’asso-
ciated conjecture.

Now a number of years ago Hardy and Littlewood, (see [4 ; Theorem
24] and [5 ; Lemma 9] ; also [8 ; Problem 10, p. 373]), proved that if f (x)
is a real-valued function which is (Lebesgue) integrable on ~a,, b], and f(x) « 0
for x &#x3E; b , y then a necessary and sufficient condition for there to exist a

function of b.v. (bounded variation) on [a, b] which is equal to ,~’(x) a,.e.

(almost everywhere) on this interval is that the integral (1.1) is 0 (1) as
h -~ 0+.

lt is the purpose of this note to present for integrable vector functioiis
a result which embodies tbe generalit,y of the cited result of Hardy and

Littlewood, and also the convergence phenomena of the above conclusions

(i), (ii). In particular the presented tlieorem contains as simple corollaries

the above conclusions (i), (ii), and the corresponding conjectures of Baiada
and Cardamone.

If y (x) == (ya (x)), (a === 1 ... , n) , y is a real-valuea vector function of the

real variable x on a couipact interval [a ~ b] : the symbol 
will denote the supremum of the snms

on the class of all partitions
of [~ b~ ~ where in general I r¡ I signifies the Euclidean norm
of a, real vector Moreover, for such a y (x) the
symbol E[y] will denote the set of vector functions z (x) equal to y (x) a.e.

on [a, b] , and [y] will denote the class of z E E[y] which are of b.v. on

[a, b]. Now if the vector function y (x) is integrable on a non-degenerate
compact interval [it, d] and a  b  d, then for 0  h  d - b the forward

difference operator and the right-hand integral

mean operator ds, are well de6ned for x on [a, b] ;

moreover, the functional
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is finite for 0  h  d - b . Specitically, we shall prove the following
theorem.

THEOREM A. Suppose that is integrable on

[a , b] ~ and is of’ b.v. on a non-degenerate extension interval [b ~ d] . If L is

the in,fimum of for then :

(i) L  oo if and only if Ebv [y] is non-empty ;
(ii) b ; a8 h - 0+ ;
(iii) if L  oo , y then exists on ~a , b], and :

is right.hand continuous on [a, b) and
if z E Eb’V [y] (ind then

and for there is a 0 (x) such that and

For conclusions (i), (ii) imply the Hardy-Littlewood
result. Now if is continuous on [a, d], and of b.v. on [b, til, then

clearly implies. whereas if it follows from

coneltisiou (iii) that z+(?) == and L [a, b ; y] = L. Consequently, we have
the following corollary.

.’ COROLLARY. If the vector (.?) is continuous on [a, dj and of
b,v, on [b,d], b; b; y] 

If f (x) satisfies the conditions of the first paragraph of the Introduction,
then for n = 1, y, (x) =-- f (x) the above Corollary implies conclusion (i) and
the corresponding conjecture of [1] for h- 0+, and in turn this result for

j~(.r)===~(2013~) yields corresponding results for h - 0-; similarly, for n = 2,
the above Corollary implies conclusion (ii) and the

corresponding conjecture of [1].
In § 2 there are listed some well-known properties of the functional

L [a, b ; y] and the integral mean operator Mh (x y) ? which are used in § 3
to establish Theorem A. Finally, in § 4 it is noted that if y (x) == (Yo. (x)) ,
(a =1, ... , n) , is a continuous vector function of b.v, on [a, b] then the
above Corollary yields a ready proof of the fact that the length of the

curve in (x, ... , yn)-space defined by
is given by

For n =1 this result has been presented by Hartman and Kershner [6 ;
§ 10] as a corollary of their general results on variational orthogouality.
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2. Prefatory results.

For y (x) a real-valued vector fuiictioii of the real variable x on ~~r~ ~ b]
the following properties of are well-known. For literature the

reader is referred to Cesari [2 ; Ch. 1, § 2], Graves [3 ; y Ch. X, §§ 6, 7, 8],
and Rad6 [7 ; Chs. III. 2, III. 3J~ it is to be commented that although
Graves and Rad6 are concerned specifically with continuous vector functions
for the cited properties the modincations of proofs are immediate.

(a) L [a, b ; y]  oo if only (x) is of b.v. on [a, b] .
(b) If. then ob-

vious interpretation in the case of infinite te1’ms.
(c) of b.v. on [a, b], , their

and

whei-e

In particular, if then is right-hand, J (left-
continuous at x = xo i~’ and only ij’ y (x) is right-hand, 

continuous at x = xo .
(d) J/’ then the de1’iva,tive vector y’ (x) exists a.e. on [a, b],

is (Lebesgue) integt’able on this a~id

with the sign of equality holding ouly if y (x) is a.c. (absolutely continuous)
on [a, b] .

(e) If are real-valued vector .functions defined on

[a, b], and there is a vector function y (:if) such that [a, b ] as
then

Moreover, if the vector function y(x) is ivtegmble on ~cr,, and
then the integral mean function I

has the following well-known properties, (see, for exanipie, Gra,ves [3 ; Ch.
XI, Sec. 13J) :

is a.c. on [a, b~ , and a.e. on this intet-val.

a.e. on [a , bJ as h- 0; in particular, this relation holds
for each x at which y (x) is continuous.

In particular, the above properties (d), 1°, 2° imply the following
result.

3°. If a~,e. on [a, b], then for we have
and
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3. Proof of Theorem A .

Conclusion (i) of Theorem A is obvious in view of the definition of L
and Property (a) of § 2. Conclusion (ii) is equivalent to the two relations

Relation (3.1) is true trivially if L = oo . Now if L  oo , and

let the of definition of z (x) be extended to [a, d] with on

(b ~ d]. In view of Properties (b), (c) of § 2 it follows that
as and therefore (3.1) is a ready consequence of the fact that for

arbitrary we have

f01’

In turn, (3.3) may be established by the vector analogue of the argument
in Sectioa II2.2.40 of Rado [71. Specifically, if z E the domain of z(x~
is extended to [a, d] as iiidicated above, and

on , then for and a partition with division

points we have

For ea,ch s ou the values are the division

points of a partition of the interval and hence

Moreover, since it follows

that for arbitrary partitions and hence

so that (3.3) is a consequence of Property’30 of § 2.
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In turn, inequality (3.2) is true trivially if the left-band member is in-

finite. If lim then there is a sequence
such that and and

by 30 of § 2 we have that Consequently there is a finite

constant M such that moreover, is

a bounded sequence for each xo such that ’YJh (xo) - y (xo) as h - 0+. In view
of the Helly selection theorem, y (see, for example, Widder [9; p. 29]), it fol-

lows that the sequence (hj) may be chosen such that also the sequence
l,qh, (s)) is convergent throughout [a, b]. We shall suppose the sequence (h~~
so chosen, mid set on In view of (e) and 2° of
§ 2 it follows that and

, and hence
- - - 

j- - - .- - - . -- - -

If 1 and x (x) is any vector function belonging to let

aiid As a.e. on

for each z E .Ebv [y], the vector function z+ (x) is independent of the particular
employed in its definition. It is immediate that the thus defined

z+(x) satisfies (a) and (fl) in conclusion (iii) of Theorem A. Moreover, if the
domain of z+ is extended to [a , d] with z+(x) =--- y(x) on (b, d] then z+(x)
is right-hand continuous at each x on [a , b] , and from 2° of § 2 it follows

that Mh (x ; z+) - z+ (x) on [a, b] as 11 - 0+ ; furthermore, by 3° of § 2 we
have for , and hence

has the definitive property of being on [a, b]. In view of

(e) of § 2 and conclusion (ii) we have

Since implies
and in view of the definition of L, we have (y) of conclu-
sion (iii). Now suppose that and In particular,

a.e. on [a, b] since z and z+ are individually equal to y(x) a.e. on

this interval, aud consequently on [a , b), and

on and p in view of (b) of §
2 and the extremum condition (y) of conclusion (iii) it follows that

If u - c~+ through values such that it follows from (3.7) and
(c) of § 2 that and hence

...... , ,

Correspondingly if u - b- through values such
that ; it follows that

that is and consequently
there exists a 0(b) such that and
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If a  x  b, and ti -. x+ through values such that it follows

from (3.7) and (c) of § 2 that
and an argument similar to that em-

ployed in the consideration of x = b leads to the existence of a 0 (x) such

that I and

4. Remarks.

Now consider an n-dimensional vector function

which is measurable on [a, b], and set for If y (x) has a
derivative a.e. on [a, b], then for the scalar function

is measurable in x ou [a, b], and Moreover, a.e. on [a, b] we
have

as so that by the Lebesgue bouuded convergence theorem

as Now if

is the (n + l)-dimenaional vector function with

then and

In particular if y(x) is continuous and of bounded .

variation ou then the Corollary to Theorem A implies that

and as while

and are individually integrable on [a, b]. Consequently we have the
following result, which for the case of n =1 was presented by Hartmau
and Kershner [6 ; § 10] as a corollary of their general results on variational
orthogonH 1 ity.

THEOREM 4.1. If is continuous and of b.v.
on and with

then
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